New Trustees Appointed To FTU Foundation Board

Mrs. Charles O. Andrews Jr., Mrs. W. R. Rosenfield and Mrs. Frederick D. Trismen were among seven new appointees to the FTU Foundation Board of Trustees. Only one other woman, Patricia Allen, has served on the board since its inception in 1969.

George J. King Jr., Buffalo, New York, former executive director of the FTU Foundation and executive assistant to FTU President Charles N. Millican, has been elevated to the job of acting Foundation Board of Trustees.

Mrs. Andrews, whose late husband, Judge Charles O. Andrews Jr., was the first president of the FTU Foundation and served in that capacity until his death, has been president of the Junior League of Orlando and maintains an active interest with affiliations in area clubs and organizations. A graduate of Rollins College, Mrs. Andrews also served as a director with Orlando Bank and Trust Company.

Mrs. Rosenfield is currently assistant director of United Appeal in the Orange-Seminole-Ocoee area. She is a member of the Florida Symphony and Orange Memorial Park Ladies chapter. An alumna of Georgia College for Women, she has been honored by recognition of her community involvement. Recently, she was awarded, among the first members in the area that now includes the FTU campus.

Mrs. Trismen, a Swarthmore College graduate, is a former member of the State Welfare Board, founder and charter trustee of the Orlando Art Association, past president of the Winter Park Garden Club, and counts among her most active memberships those in the League of Women Voters and the English Speaking Union of Central Florida.

The FTU Foundation, under the guidance of Executive Director William K. Grasty and Foundation President Allan Travlos, has received a great number of "in-kind" contributions, local and national. These contributions, in the form of in-kind contributions, will be of value to the University Foundation.

Results Expected In Fall On Food Service Study

Results of the food service investigation will be seen next quarter when the food services in the new eateries, according to Director of Auxiliary Services James Eller.

"We would like to place the cafeteria, connected to the snack bar at the northeast side, would accommodate 500 persons. "We will be a whole different type of game. The food will be arranged in a self-service station. Anyone who wants to, can get whatever he wants and then pay at one of two cash registers. There won't be a long wait just to order a sandwich or a plate of food. People can be served anywhere, get what they want and to meet campus organizations. If anyone is hungry, can get what he wants and enjoy a snack for less than 50 cents. There won't be a long wait just to order a sandwich or a plate of food. People can be served anywhere, get what they want and to meet campus organizations. If anyone is hungry, can get what he wants and enjoy a snack for less than 50 cents.

The Foundation board will be concerned with the University of Florida's Graduate Education System (G.E.S.). They will be interested in the success of the G.E.S. and the number of students who will be interested in the University.

PR Head Warden Leaves FTU Post

By Roger Pryor

FTU's pop-puffing "PR" man, Bill Warden, looked close this week to submitting his resignation, but the veteran university staffer held tight to a one-year leave of absence. President Grasty, who was also aboard the plane, has been talking to Steve Brown, vice president of student affairs, about the possibility of a new job for Warden.

"I certainly indicated that at the time we were in the one-year leave," said Dr. William Grasty, executive assistant to William Millican. Grasty negotiated the deal with Warden for the vacationing president.

"If we wanted Grasty handle it," Millican said, after Warden said he would understand the leave of absence would not prevent him from entering private industry during the leave. The president said he was unaware of Warden's new job at the time of the announcement.

Meanwhile, with Warden at the Miami Beach Democratic Convention, his assistant, Bill Debnam, has been asked to take the job of special information director. Warden is isolated from the job for the entire year.

Warden, one of the first individuals to commit himself to Milligan in FTU's fledging days, was

FTU Offers Grad Studies Around State

FTU is now offering courses at four centers throughout Florida. Formerly Graduate Engineering Education Systems (GENEYS) centers, they are now resident centers with programs expanded from the original extension study programs.

NGEYS PROGRAM of the University of Florida has turned over four of its centers throughout Florida to FTU as resident centers, and the centers are considered part of the FTU campus. The South Orlando Resident Center, in Orlando Central Park, was built 10 years ago by U of F, but now serves FTU graduate and undergraduate students. (Photo by Bill Ivey)
**Intra-Mural Activities**

**MORMON CONFERENCE**

There will be a Youth Conference for the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints (Mormon) on campus April 6-8. Representatives for the conference will come out of Central Florida, from Tampa to Orlando. About 375 young persons are expected to attend, and will be housed in FTU dorms.

**Future**

**Intra-Murals**

The intramural department is providing a variety of sports activities during the summer quarter, including softball, tennis, volleyball, basketball, golf, and water polo. Currently competing for first place in softball are Te'Son, with a 9-2 record, Taylor's Team 2-1 and O'senson, 1-2. Finals will be played Tuesday through Thursday to determine softball champions.

Information concerning intramural activities may be obtained at the IM office in the Physical Education building.

**Campus Glances**

If you haven't heard the news, but want to learn about it, keep reading. This is the time for you to come out of the closet and learn about what is happening around the FTU campus.

Sara Smith But, co-chairman of WDBO "Call for Action," made a formal request to FTU students through the Dean of Men, Dr. Paul McQuilkin, last month. She remarked in her letter that "voting is a community service program that might possibly be of interest to the college student volunteers."

R. Peter Strauss, president of Strauss Broadcasting, which owns radio station WHCA, was the founder of the program. "This public document was promulgated at an annual cost of $3,251, or $3.25 per capita, to members of the community by local news, announcements, and activities."

In September, "Call for Action," a group dedicated to helping the individual citizen with problems concerning voting and community service, will be holding meetings in Orlando.

The volunteer group is located at the radio stations in 27 major United States cities. Participating persons are asked to call citizens and stress the proper voting habits. The volunteers, using the phone line hours a day, talk to the volunteers to see if there is more any questions.

The problem has not been solved, the volunteers will call the agency directly. When the "Call for Action" has run out of volunteers, they will have done the right thing, they will have done the right thing, they will have done the right thing.

As the case of a certain community service program that might possibly be of interest to the college student volunteers.

So you old me old Ed.

**Volunteer Group**

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

By the time this rag hits the streets, the Democrats should have a new president in the White House, and Democrat Norman comes to a meeting with Richard the First on the Field of Electringly-Closed Curtain.

There will be one huge difference between the parties, however: one will be backed by a party in debt up to its ears, while the other is comfortably solvent.

It is unfortunate that the politics in this country have to hinge on finances so heavily, but it does, indeed. In this week's issue of Time magazine, one article states that "on May 31, the Nixon campaign had $8,865,99 on hand, the Democrats reported assets of $32,527 and debts of $9.3 million left over from the 1968 campaign."

The Democrats tried to use that debt and possibly have a little left over for this year's battle by staging a massive nationwide telephone. The telephone, which cost close to $2 million to stage, failed in its goals. Sometimes there is something strongly annoying about using credit cards to pay off the Democrats' debt, anyway.

A GOOD PORTION of the Democrats' debt is to Ms. Bell, who usually doesn't care too much for poor credit risks. In fact, if most of us average citizens give any thought to our own credit, there is no more yelling from the floor or attention. Yet still there are no demands for payment of the bank book.

Being more than slightly irritated by this unprecedented goodness of heart, the Orange County Republican Executive Committee saw no reason why it should pay its hitherto unpaid bank book. So the result is that for each month's bill is going into an escrow account, waiting until the Democrats' debt is paid off before the book is turned over. Interestingly enough, not only have the phones not been removed from the local Republican Headquarters, but a new line was installed last week at the headquarters office. Poor Ms. Bell is over a barrel, her generosity. Theoretically, there is no reason why any phone holder couldn't do the same thing, and simply refuse to pay the bill until the politicians see their way clear to meet their debts.

Our only comment would be that we would sure like to have cash in advance for any ads the parties may run with us. We can't afford to pay the Democrats' debt this way.

The campus parking capacity now is 90,000, and will come out to 2926.

The campus next quarter will be the arena for expert maneuvering to assure a provable solvable problem. The security superintendent ran a survey of campus during one week. The average number of cars on campus was 2606, and some days as high as 2613, Where they parked in no secret, as you would think, when you or anyone else can see them.

Leave it to the administration. They'll think of speeding on campus to catch a vacant space. Don't.

The people want to read what I have to say. They know I'll tell them the truth, in fact, if most of the so-called journalists would cut out the minute I become popular. Call me a radical. Spore Agnew doesn't like me either.

I just because I question things, you haven't printed one of my letters in the last three times.

The editorial opinions expressed in this paper are those of the staff and not necessarily those of the administration.

The "FigUre" is the by-monthly newspaper that serves the Orange County quarter of Florida State University at Orlando. The "FigUre" is published by President of the University and edited by and for members of the University community.

The editorial opinions expressed are not necessarily those of the administration. The "FigUre" reserves the right to refuse any letters which are not necessary to those of the administration.

All letters must bear the full name and address of the person or persons submitting them. Names will be withheld only upon request. Address all letters to: Editor, "The Figure," 1910 CFU, Orlando, Florida 32816.

Entered as third class matter at applicants for Training, and the University community.
SG Opens Lake Bid

Funds to fix the Lake Claire trench and a bill to study the feasibility of a FTU football team concerned the June 29 Student Senate meeting.

SG has $8,500 to fix the hole in Lake Claire made by students three years ago during a field day to clean it out the lake and build an underwater crossing for the beach area. The project was stopped however, and SG became responsible for fixing the trench.

Bids were opened last week to fill the trench and action will be taken within two weeks. Under Florida law a 15-day period is required to receive bids. The department of purchasing will then have seven days to contract to the lowest bidder.

Bill 4-145, which calls for a study of the feasibility of a football team at FTU, submitted by Senator Debbie Handshoe, was passed by a 4-3 vote. This bill sets up a committee to investigate the team possibility and report back to the senate with recommendations. Miss Handshoe is chairman of the study. One senator and three students will be appointed to serve with her.

Next week senators will be wearing name tags to identify themselves to the students. This project, initiated by Senator Bob Van Buren, intends to help students recognize senators so that they will know who to contact if they have any ideas, suggestions or complaints about SG.

CIVITANS HONOR McKINNEY—Dewey McKinney, right, East Orlando Civitan Club, receives plaque from Roger Pynn, Florida District Governor-elect of Collegiate Civitan. McKinney served as chairman of Florida Civitan’s Collegiate Activities Committee and as advisor to FTU Civitans. He received second annual “Civitan Above Staff” award from FTU Club and entire Florida District for activities with college chapters.

Slingers $14.95

GADGETEER $27.95

HIKER $22.95

ROVER $29.95

GROOVER $10.95

POSTMAN $21.95

MOBO $21.95

BONGO $21.95

BEACHCOMBER $14.95

The Stone

Now under new management, invites you to drop in.

Daily Lunch Special

At Horne’s Motor Lodge 1-4 & 641

Presenting

The Fantastic Puzzle

Florida State Theatres:

ENTERTAINMENT

BUDGET PROGRAM

LADIES NIGHT

Tickets available in SG Office

LR 209
Police Programs Involve Students

Police cadet programs sponsored by Orlando area police departments are enabling college students to earn and learn while attending school.

"The program, started two years ago by the Justice Department, helps pay for a student's education and of being a policeman," says Orlando Police Department Personnel Police Department Personnel says Officer Gary Faurot. "It introduces the cadet to all the people involved with police work."

A cadet earns $2 an hour while he works in various areas of law enforcement. During the school year a full-time student can work a maximum 16-hour week; in the summer he can work 32 to 40 hours, depending on his school load.

Each department has its own cadet qualifications. The O. P. D. requires applicants to take and score above a 70 percent on the Civil Service Test. A physical examination, psychological test and background information are also required. Applicants are placed on an eligibility list until a position is available. The O. P. D. is allowed 20 cadets in their program; at the present, 12 cadets are FTU students.

Other police departments participating in the program are: Altamonte Springs, Casselberry and St. Cloud. Students from Rollins College, Seminole Community College and Valencia Community College also work in the program.

Any student can enroll in this program; it is not exclusively intended for law enforcement majors. Fifty FTU students have been or are now working as cadets and the majority of these are sociology, engineering, sciences or math majors.

The work experience can involve dispatch, patrol, youth, vice squad, records, research and development, intelligence, complaint, courts, airport and identification sections.

"This program is of particular benefit to law enforcement students. It allows the student to know his future job situation and decide if this is what he wants before he gets his degree. It also establishes a job experience record," says William Bopp, assistant professor of the College of Social Sciences.

FTU student Jane Finkbohner, a law enforcement major working with the Altamonte Springs police, says "I have never had any experience with law enforcement and my work really has given me a different perspective of police work. The cadet program is very flexible and provides responsibility in all phases of law enforcement."
**Two Views Of Clockwork Orange**

By Craig Powell

After hearing that the film "Oh! Calcutta!" had been confiscated by the Orange County Sheriff's Department, an ugly thought went through my head. Would they... I mean really, would they really seize the film that got the New York Critics Award for the best picture in 1971?

I heard this in the morning of the day "A Clockwork Orange" was to start its first showing in Orange County and I didn't want to take the chance. I immediately made plans to see the first showing that afternoon. After all, "Oh! Calcutta!" featured four-letter words, sexual nudity, and, all of which "A Clockwork Orange" also had in abundance. Of course, "A Clockwork Orange" had that extra-ingredient added that Americans enjoy and raise their children on: violence; lots of it the way you like it, with gallons of blood, plenty of raping, a lot of it done solo but violently done, stabbing and harpooning just to name a few. All this was shown with excellent taste with just the right amount of Beethoven added.

The story took place in an English city some time in the future. Society was now stratified into different groups, the young and the old. The streets belonged to the young for there are not enough policemen to stop them from doing what they want.

Our young narrator, Alex Malcolm McDowell, was leader of the group of hoodlums who enjoyed themselves by doing such horrendous things as raping young lovelies, rolling old drunk, stealing cars, fighting rival gangs, and a host of other activities that kids growing up in cities these days would do. Alex was finally caught by the militantes (police, pigs, fuzz, etc.) just before breaking into a lady's house and beating her to death in what I must admit was a very humorous and colorful way.

He was sentenced to prison for ten years, and he would want to take the chance. He heard this in the morning of the day 'A Clockwork Orange' would have played in Orange County and he didn't want to take the chance. He immediately made plans to see the first showing that afternoon. After all, "Oh! Calcutta!" featured four-letter words, sexual nudity, and, all of which "A Clockwork Orange" also had in abundance. Of course, "A Clockwork Orange" had that extra-ingredient added that Americans enjoy and raise their children on: violence; lots of it the way you like it, with gallons of blood, plenty of raping, a lot of it done solo but violently done, stabbing and harpooning just to name a few. All this was shown with excellent taste with just the right amount of Beethoven added.

The story took place in an English city some time in the future. Society was now stratified into different groups, the young and the old. The streets belonged to the young for there are not enough policemen to stop them from doing what they want.
Pendulum Has Problems

The Foucault pendulum in the Engineering building is having problems proving the earth's rotation.

The earth is still constantly rotating on its axis, thankgfully, but the pendulum swings only occasionally, unfortunately. Under proper working conditions the pendulum maintains a constant plane of oscillation as the earth rotates beneath it and shows this rotation by completing a circle every 48 hours.

"The problem we are having," said Dr. David L. Block, Assistant Dean of Engineering, "is that the electronic driving mechanism which causes the pendulum to swing gets too hot after eight hours of operation. It then shuts off for a while and eventually starts again."

The timing element in the mechanism is critical because of the limited swing space, added Block. "This probably causes strain on the mechanism. The engineering shop is working on it and we will probably have it working within a month."

The pendulum was chosen as a demonstration of man's ingenuity, as reflected in his creation of architectural geometrics and his engineering of the free-swinging pendulum, which caused the presence of men to flourish.
LO! AT LONG LAST the grass springs forth from the parched sand of Pegasus Drive. The potentially impressive entranceway to FTU has stood, instead, as a monument to the fact that Florida was once the ocean’s bottom. Supposedly the contract to landscape the entrance was included in the contract to build the Library Building, which was finished in 1968. The catch was, however, that the contract did not call for a sprinkler system to be installed, and since it would be foolish to put the grass down where there was no sprinkler system, and since the extra funds were not available to put the system in, the grass was not laid, until last week, that is. At long last the sprinklers were installed, and the grass and palm trees (which were probably taken up from the same spots in 1967) were laid. It is true, that the wheels of democracy grind exceeding slow, but they do grind fine. (Photo by Bill Ivey)

New Apts. Planned For Alafaya Area

A new apartment complex will be built on Alafaya Trail halfway between the entrance to FTU and SR 50. The apartments, designed for students, will be available for occupancy in April 1973.

Tom Mardian, building superintendent for the project, said construction is scheduled to start July 15. He added the company had hoped to begin July 1.

Howard Sobin and Samuel Fox of Alafaya Trail Associates, Orlando, are the owners and developers of the complex. The architect is Frank A. Lamb of Orlando and the contractor is Wildou Developers, Inc., of Casselberry.

Students To Get Loans

Students who applied for financial assistance for fall quarter and had three applications approved had these applications approved financially for fall quarters and have hoped to begin July 1. He added the company.

The first phase of construction will include 136 two-bedroom units, a clubhouse, laundry area, swimming pool and recreation area. When completed the complex will have more than 600 units and have cost more than $2 million.

Tenants are expected to be able to move the apartments beginning in February 1973. Lamb commented, ‘‘We are assuming that the bulk of our tenants will be FTU students.’’ Mardian explained that two major considerations in building the complex were cost and feasibility of living conditions. ‘‘The complex will be ideal for students . . . they can enjoy themselves.’’

Ecology Fair Warns 'Waste Not'

‘‘Waste Not’’ is the warning of an ecology exhibit which was prepared for students at the college of engineering. It opened yesterday, and is being displayed today and Saturday at Colonial Plaza.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

(Little Man On Campus) (Continued from Page 1)

LOST ARTICLES

During the last two years the following items have been left in the storage rooms in the residence halls. None of these items have names or student identification numbers on them. Accordingly, the housing office is requesting that any student at Patrick Air Force Base on April 31-22 has been scheduled for possible airing Sunday, Aug. 6, on CBS-TV’s program, ‘‘Look Up and Live,’’ art department chairman Steven Lotts has announced. The series is shown in the Orlando area at 10:30 a.m.

BADM PROMOTIONS

Three professors in the College of Business Administration have been promoted. They are Dr. Eugene Tepke, in professor of business administration; Dr. John Budina Jr., in professor of finance, and Dr. N. Thomas Rome, in assistant professor,
For Friday, July 14.

IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY: There are going to be several problems arising over a simple affair you allegedly had three years ago with a tall Spaniard. If you did indeed have such an affair, duck, for there is a tall Spanish lady looking for you, with fire in her eyes. If not, get ready with your alibi, for there is still going to be trouble.

AQUARIUS: A fair warning! There is a bad case of terminal hiccups headed in your direction. It will strike you when you least expect it, like when you're taking a shower with your dog.

PIECES: There is an ugly rumor that Hubert Humphrey is really my heroine, Myrna Loy. If that's true, then Mrs. Humphrey is really Paolo Casals in disguise, since everybody knows that Myrna is anything but gay.

ARIES: Did you know that your tons are merging? Predict that within a week you will have only one huge toe on each foot. My advice would be to not stand with your feet together. Once that kind of thing starts, it's awfully difficult to stop.

TAURUS: Your lucky star shines tonight. The skies clear for your good fortune. Take advantage of the situation and get a date with that good looking Mama who has stood you up the last 48 times. Tonight might be the charm.

GEMINI: There are 16 angry Republicans looking for you. They say you fed their elephant something to make him run (and not with his feet). They said you had better either find a way to make him stop, or you will have to carry a bucket into the convention hall under him during their convention.

CANCER: SCORPIO: Speaking of 1902, did you know that in February of that year Dr. Charles W. Stiles, heavily supported by the Rockefeller Foundation, instigated an antihookworm campaign among the whites in the Panama Canal area. He spent $40 million for the purpose.

BUSINESS SLOW. Business was slower than usual at the Student Government book exchange this last quarter, but SG secretary Diane Davis has urged students whose books may not have been sold to bring them in at the end of the summer.

Miss Davis said exchanges were fewer during this period because the summer quarter is traditionally a lighter quarter with fewer course offerings. She added that books for classes which were not offered in summer but which will be offered in fall can be brought to the book exchange August 14 through 18, for sale September 1 through 22.

SG officials forecast continued operation of the book exchange, and persons interested in serving as supervisors for the exchange are asked to contact any of the SG secretaries for information.

Sports Day Camp Sessions Continue

Th e second session of FTU's summer day camp is continuing now from 9 a.m. to noon. Led by faculty and physical education majors, participants are being taught wrestling, basketball, tennis, baseball and golf. More than 40 area children, ages five to 15 are attending the camp.

Parent's Day is Friday, July 28, and parents will be watching their children participating in the sports. The benefits are twofold, according to Gary Miller, assistant director of the sports camp. Not only do the children learn sports skills, but the 18 local education majors are getting a chance to put their ideas to work.

Campus Glances

JIMMIE A. FERRELL, coordinator of student organizations, has been named to serve as acting director of student placement. The temporary appointment follows the June 13 death of Placement Director John J. O'Rourke. Ferrell was initially appointed as acting director of the Village Center in September 1970.

I'm proud of where he bought my diamond!

Will she be proud or embarrassed when friends ask where you bought her diamond? And, most important, will she be happy about the price you paid for the quality received? Today, there are no " bargains" in diamonds. You save no more -- often much less -- by going to cutorners. Your knowledgeable American Gem Society member-jeweler--one with a local reputation to safeguard and standards to maintain—is your wisest choice. Moreover, she will be proud to know her diamond came from us. Don't disappoint her.

MEMBER AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY

Swalstead Jewelers
CNA Building
255 S. Orange Ave.
Free In-Building Parking
BANK AMERICO
MASTER CHARGE
WELCOME